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Friends,

This
?

the third issue of World Rainforest Report is being

prepared as we get ready to drive the Rainforest Information

bus to Canberra to participate in the International Youth

Federation's international demonstrations to highlight

Indonesian rainforest policies,

Indonesia being the largest single exporter of tropical

timbers in the world, it seems appropriate to raise awareness

of the issues and try to affect the demand for these

products.

The genetic materials concentrated in the tropical forests

are the basic building blocks for the future evolution of

life on Earth, The erosion of this gene pool is occurring at

such an alarming rate that Mustafa Tolba, Director-General of

the United Nations Environment Programme has warned that

unless nations change their policies we

"face by the turn of the century , an environmental

catastrophe as complete, as irreversible as any nuclear

holocaust.
11

from the Introduction to the World Conservation Strategy.

The Rainforest Information Centre is a voluntary, non-profit

organisation. In order for us to continue distributing free

information to groups and individuals in third world

countries (and most of our information is distributed free of

charge) we will need the subscriptions and donations from all

those who can afford to support this work-Please feel free to

reproduce any of our materials. There is no copyright.

.anm
"Meanwhile, if these hours be dark - as indeed

they are - at least do not let us sit deedless,
like fools and fine gentlemen thinking the toil is

not good enough for us and beaten by the muddle
,., but rather let us work, trying by some

dim candlelight to set our workshop
ready against to-

morrow's daylight*"

i18

William Morris 1879
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On November 14, the General Assembly of the

IUCN overwhelmingly passed a motion calling

on the Australian and Queensland Governments

to resolve their differences and proceed with

nominating Australia's wet tropics to the

jJJorld Heritage list. J

The Rainbow Rainforest Information Bus took the Rainforest Information Centre

personell and files up to the Daintree blocade camp where it prepared for the action

for some months and was then the front line for the blocade in September.

The old (1954 Rio) bus was painted up as a rainbow and took about a dozen people on

the 3000 mile journey to far north Queensland and back as well as delivering

tarpaulins, cooking equipment and radios for the blocade camp and typewriters, filing

cabinet, projectors etc. for communications, Corrmunications from the Rainbow Bus were

printed by national and regional daily newspapers and many journals including

Groundswell, Habitat, National Parks Journal and Bogong,

Many overseas journals also published some of our material (which we printed on board

the bus - newsletters, action alerts, press releases and so on). Excerpts were

translated into several languages.

Unfortunately, in September, the Queensland Police Force tactics were able to break

the blocade and the Cape Tribulation-Bloomfield road (or scar) was pushed through.

The Bulldozing is up to a hundred yards wide in places in an attempt to forestall

further protest by destroying the wilderness qualities of the area* for ever*

CLOSE THIS ROAD,

The Police tactics included the use of backhoes and cranes to dig people out of the

holes in the ground in which they had buried themselves, the use of dogs for
^

crowd

control
11
(several people were bitten, including a radio journalist), excluding the

media from the scene of the action, and heavy fines (over $1000 in some cases),

A wet tropics summit meeting in Brisbane in early December, found all of the

concerned conservation groups resolved to save the wet tropics and close the road* A

massive public education campaign is planned, and John Seed of the Rainforest Info

Centre and Aila Keto of the Rainforest Conservation Society of Queensland were

delegated to create awareness of the international nature of the issue and to invite

concerned people from around the world to write to the Hawke government (Bob Hawke,

Prime Minister, Parliament House, Canberra, Australia 2600) expressing their dismay at

that government's inaction,

A newspaper/magazine article about the issue for international distribution is being

prepared by the Rainforest Information Centre. It will be sent to some 800

non-government conservation organisations around the world. It will be accompanied by

a letter from the Australian conservation comnunity to the world conservation

cormiunity asking for help in pressing the Australian Government to protect the wet

tropics

,

In October, the report on the Daintree prepared by Alia Keto of the RPSQ for the

Australian Heritage Commission, and the comments of the international referees were

released. These showed that (contrary to the opinion earlier expressed by the Federal

Govenment), the area was of inestimable value. Professor Peter Endress, the Swiss

referee stated that: 2
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'There is no question that the tropical rainforests north Queensland are the most
important ecosystem with primitive flowering plants in the world-,.

The region is really a priceless and unreplaceable possessi^,<3fjy>anUi^

whole,
11

(

In a story headed "Saving the World's Most Threatened Parks" > the
Monitor tells us that:

"Eleven countries •••find themselves in the embarrassing position o'

their prized parks and protected natural areas plac al on a new 'most

list.

"The list's purpose is to call public attention to Lhe need for preventing further
harm and restoring the areas. It was issued this month by the Geneva based
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) at a
meeting in Spain of some 700 scientists and conservationists from 90 countries.,*,

"Selection of Cape Tribulation National Park in Australia was withdrawn from the most
threatened areas after a protest from the Australian government but remains on the

larger list of 43 threatened natural areas-"

In IUCN
1

s press kit "Threatened Protected Areas of the World 11

> there is a section
rach of these 43 "Seriously Threatened Protected Areas"

on

v

'Cape Tribulation National Park, This park was declared In 1981 by the Queensland
Government to protect a unique combination of tropical rainforest, mangrove and coral
r^ef , 'There is widespread public concern in Australia that a 30 km road has been
bulldozed though the park, causing serious environmental damage and which will lead
to other unintended f environmental impacts- In response to an IUCN intervention on the
issue, the Environment Minister replied that the Federal Government was opposed to
the road, as is the Queensland Government."

This statement by Environment Minister Cohen is blatantly untrue as both governments
have ample power to close the road- Indeed, the Federal Government has the clear
oi ligation to close the road based on its World Heritage Treaty obligations.

The IUCN story concludes that "I lie threats illustrate a classic case of acting
locrlly without thinking globally or even nationally ."

In early February the rains started and the road h immediately closed by massive
landslips. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority finally

fV, performed an
alxjut-facc and decided to embroil itself in the controversy over the road through the
Daintree rainforest in far north Queensland,

The authority will set up a scries of sites along the Daintree coast to monitor
siltation levels and their effects on what scientists are now describing as some of

the rarest and most diverse of Australian coral reefs - , -

"In one two-hour scuba dive Dr, John Vernon, (principle research scientist at the

Australian Institute of Marine Science )coun ted 147 different species of coral from 55
genera (there are alxn.it 80 genera on Lho Great Barrier Reef), making it one of the

most diverse reefs he had seen. , *

,

"Dr- Vernon said that soon after it began raining visibility in' the water dropped to

zero. "I could not see my hand in front of my face- I have not seen any reef survive
under those conditions (for prolonged periods, A plume oi orange mud was pouring off
that range as a result of those earthworks - Sydney Morning Herald.

The area has Australians highest rainfal l 1,50 inches a year. THE ROAD MUST BE
CmSF!) AND RlWI-jGfvrATFD- 3-



CAPE TRIBULATION

Caroo gawuch-chic cookora coo
Echo the calls of the tawny scrub hen
Which drift and fall to silence upon the leafy forest floor
Where the vast face of night rests its head
People relate, create and wait
At the gates of the wild terrain
A silent strength is nearing
An inner self is hearing
The sweeet songs of our forests
As their singing and have sung *

We were here when these scattered lands were one
And my mother was n6t yet robbed of her jewelled sparkling gown
My awe filled orbs see slain lands, still stand
While wildernesses waver with uncertainty
As the large sun sets and rises
We see the birth of greed and misers
Who see plunder as their vision
The waste lands will be their debt
I have seen these humans stand in praise
And with that pride of self they gaze
Upon the scared and wounded body of my hone
They pollute the sacred waters,
Ignoring us the sons and daughters |£j \§kf OlTl^flOne in consciousness with the ground warm and the star ^*
Mother earth, Gondwanaland
Your shell scattered sand
What is left of your forest frills
We will hold back from the mills
And should it take a million years
You'll hear our cries, see lakes of tears
Till again we watch your simple beauties unfold,
And as far as is wide it shall be told
Amongst young and old
Of the wilderness war
Seething with the silent struggle for existence

Kavi

THE NORTHERN STAR, TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, ift
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by protester

shortened version of this article also appeared
j> Ill/A -. IHBT-

in The National Times

,

r

f February 22-28,1985. *

Arrested conservationists are turning to their court

appearances in a new tack in their fight to preserve the

Daintree rainforest wilderness in Far North Queensland.

A Lismore woman, Miss Rosannc Peter, appeared

last Friday in the Cairns Magistrate's Court on charges

arising from a protest last September against the con-

struction of the controversial road through the forest.

She was charged with disobeying lawful instructions.

In her defence, Miss Pcler told the court of the

Nuremberg Principle of international law, which, she

said, "overrides Slate and national laws'.

The principle was established when Nazi war crimi-

nals were being tried for their pari in World War 1 1

.

The Nuremberg obligation stated that there were

circumstances when it became a citizen's duty to dis-

obey the laws of the State.

In support of this submission, the defendant quoted

Prof Richard Falk, Professor of International Law at

Princeton University, and the author of works on inter-

national law and world order:

"Anyone who is aware that crimes of State are being

committed, has an obligation to take what action they

can to prevent that from occurring," Miss Peter read

out to the court.

"Everyone has a responsibility to the enforcement of

international law".

The Nuremberg Principle was 'a principle which says

you have to interpose your estimate of the conduct and
not simply obey'.

It overrode the laws of the land when *you>e dealing

with something of irreversible menace, deeply under-

mining the tranquillity of the world, the ecological

foundations of life*.

Miss Peter told the court that the rainforests were

'the very womb of fife
1

, home to more than half of the

world's 10 million species of plants and animals.

And as they were being destroyed worldwide at the

rate of 870 ha a minute, their demise was only decades

away.
In support of her assertion that this was serious

enough to warrant the application of the Nuremberg
Principle, the defendant quoted scientific experts, in-

cluding Dr Mustafa Tolba, the executive-director of the

United Nation* Environment Program*
In his introduction to the world conservation strategy,

Dr Tolba warned that if nations continued to destroy

their rainforest gene pools as they were doing, the world

would 'face by the turn of the century an environmental

catastrophe as complete, as irreversible as any nuclear

holocaust'.

Miss Peter was found guilty and fined SI 00.



The following is excerpted from the (two page) article "Buried Protest: Words from the
Daintree

1

1

by Graham Innes which appeared in Earth First! Journal. This was his third
day buried up to the neck in the ground to prevent passage of heavy machinery,

1

'Meanwhile the back-hoe operator had parked his vehicle in a position which allowed
me direct eye contact depending upon the movements of police. This was the oppor-
tunity I had been waiting for. The language was mine and I was speaking from the
heart - and yet it was not of me. It was as though nature herself had overtaken my
consciousness to speak on her behalf,.,

"Sir
5

you are stripping the earth of her mantle and she will die* She will die as
surely as the naked baby left unclothed on the beach in the midday sun. Dying slowly
but certainly of exposure. Stripped of her mantle and laid bare to the harsh
unfiltered rays of the sun, the earth slowly sterilised* No longer allowing nature's
vitality and fullness to work the miracle of creation. Sir, I ask you to see that all
of man's constructions surely fall into decay and within a brief period are to be
seen no more. But nature, given her opportunity, continually recreates herself,
providing a bounty, the fullness of which is beyond measure. Sir* I ask you to desist
from this act of madness, from taking part in this vandalism. Please withdraw. Go
home now with honour. ..."

"The hundred or so spectators and participants, police , conservationists and
council workers had long since fallen completely silent..,"

Some hours later he was unearthed by the backhoe and arrested.

At the time of writing, Graham Innes is in Grafton Jail as a matter of conscience
serving a 12 day sentence rather than pay his fine for his activities that day.

EARTH FIRST!
"NO COMPROMISE IN THE DEFENSE OF MOTHER EARTH!"

EARTH FIRST! Journal is published eight times a year.

Subscription is $10 a year

PO BOX 235 * ELY, NEVADA 89301 • (702) 289-8636

The RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE
f

s story from the front line of the wet

tropics blocade was translated into several languages and printed by a number of

journals around the world .These included Econews (Areata ,U . S.A. ) , Survival
Network(New Orleans ,U,S. A. ) , De Plankwortel (Aarhus, Denmark), Suara Sam (Penang,

Malaysia), Oikos ( Montelair, U.S. A. ) , Nux und Oko (Zurich, Switzerland), Tranet

(Maine ,U,S,A, ) , Monochrome ( London
,
U.K.), and Countryside (Birmingham , U.K.)

Many detailed articles referred to in this magazine are available from us for

the cost of photostating and postage.

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO USE INFORMATION AND STORIES CONTAINED IN THIS BULLETIN IN
YOUR OWN PUBLICATIONS

,

5,



from Chief Seattle to the United States Government,

'*The white man must treat the beasts of the field as his brothers,

I am a savage and I do not understand any other way*

I have seen a thousand rotting buffaloes on the prarie,

left by the white man who shot him from a passing train*

I am a savage and I do not understand how the smoking iron horse can be more

important than the buffalo which we kill only to stay alive*

What is man without the beasts, If all the beasts were gone man would die

from a great loneliness of spirit.

For whatever happens to the beast soon happens to man -All things are connected ,

This we know; the earth does not belong to man; man belongs to the earth.

This we know; all things are connected like the blood which unites one family,

All things are connected.
Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth, Man did not weave the

web of life; he is merely a strand in it- Whatever he does to the web he does to

himself, - , .

ff

MEXICO

the following is excerpted from an article "The Jungle is Burning
1

'by Gertrude Blom

originally published in the Mexican magazine Avarice:

Gertrude Duby Rlom lives in the highland village of San Cristobal de las Cassas (Na
Bolom, Av Vicente Guerrero 33 , San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico 29220), At
the age of 82 she remains an active conservationist. Her home, Na Bo lorn , is a centre
for information on the peoples and problems of Chiapas, Na-Bolom is a non-profit,
volunteer staffed organisation whose tree nursery provides tens of thousands of trees
each year to the people of San Cristobal and the surrounding highland corrmunities for
reforestation - a solution which, as they point out, cannot be applied to the
delicately balanced environment of the tropical rainforest.

"The jungle is burning, the great trees are being destroyed and the land is enveloped
in a sinister darkness. No-one cares, people only seem to be thinking about the
cattle they are going to bring in and the profits from them. They don t stop for a
moment to think that the floor of the jungle is turning into laterite, that the
springs of water that the cattle need will dry up, that the level of the rivers will
go down that when the rains come there won't be any plants or trees to stop the
water's fury and the rivers will flood the fields and meadows, washing even the
houses away in their mighty torrent. Everything will be swept away by the dark muddy
water; and the bluish green crystalline rivers will be only a memory from the

past.., &



I am writing this at the end of April 1983 and I would like to state once more that a

vast expanse of the jungle is on fire, and one of Mexico's greatest riches is being

destroyed forever - lost in suffocating smoke and asphyxiating heat. No-one is doing

anything and there is a kind of pragmatism around to-day that says everything for

to-day and lets not think about some distant future, only the next few years. This

kind of mentality will be our downfall.

The indifference and impotence towards this situation is heartbreaking; memories of

the singing birds, the exquisite colors of the vegetation and the beautiful rivers

come back to my mind like echoes from the past and the only thing that remains for me

to say is that the time has come for us to wake up to what we are doing and take

steps to stop the destruction. Lets think about the future or else we are going to be

the last species left on this planet."

19

KOREA - from an interesting but unidentified paper we received (8pp)

As the Korean saying has it, "A man who wants to do something can accomplish it

through diligence, co-operation and his own efforts." Although most of us probably do
not always find it that easy, this attitude could help us to stop random

deforestation around the world, just as it helped South Korea to reafforest 1 million

ha* or about 10% of he country's total land area, between 1973 and 1978,

But the well-known successes of Korea may not be so easy to imitate in other parts of

the world: there are few countries indeed which have ever managed such an extensive

reforestation* In countries with very different social traditions from that of

Korea it may not be easy to win the enthusiasm of poor rural communities for this

kind of operation. We must first find out what these local communities want* and why:

why they sometimes choose to clear forest, sometimes to keep it and use it, and

sometimes to replant* We need to know what sacrifices they are prepared to make in

the cause of reforestation. It is not too strong to say that for many countries in

the tropics the forest is a traditional symbol of underdevelopment, isolation and

poverty: not a symbol for which one is prepared to make any sacrifices at all. That

attitude is changing, but we have to help it change by helping people to satisfy

their immediately perceived needs without spoiling the chances of the future.

But we should not be too confident of what we know about community co-operation
in forestry- Many NGOs are now appearing in developing countries with an expicit
concern for trees, wildlife, or natural resources as a whole; but, up until
comparatively recently, forestry has teen heavily dominated by professional

foresters, by centralised bureaucracies or by their local agents and appointees:

people often seen as the enemies of the local comnunity.
And we should not exaggerate what we know about social or community fores

projects* Very few of these projects are more than five years old. Even with the

fastest-growing of fast-growing species, we know next to nothing about this kind of

tree management when it comes to harvesting, using or selling the produce, and

launching the second rotation* Governments and official agencies may not always be

very enthusiastic to go in and make a candid assessment of what a much talked of

campaign for tree planting or forest managment looks like five or ten years after the

event. NGOs, here too, have a tremendously important role to play.

If government officials want to talk finance, let us talk finance. Fores

t

;
is

capital, For many countries it is one of the most important forms of capital. It is a

store of wealth: if managed properly, it yields real interest* It is, in fact, a bit

like a house. If you need the house, you can live in it: it is a store of wealth, and

even if you have to spend time and money repairing and maintaining it, it is paying

you valuable interest through the service it gives. If you do not want the house, you

can rent it to somebody else: if you are sensible, you rent it out at the highest

rent you can get, put the money you receive to good use, and insist the tenant puts

his house in order when he gives it back at the end of the lease. There are forestry

departments around the world who could learn a thing or two from that for the
p

management of concessions.



If you don't want the house, and you think you never will, you can sell it

outright- You can take it apart brick by brick and pole by pole and sell every single

brick and every single pole on the market. Curiously enought, people never seem to do

that with their houses, although they quite often do with their forests!

Finally, if you really do not want the house and you can not be bothered to take

it apart slowly and sell it piece by piece, you can always burn it. This is, in fact,

quite a popular management technique with forests. House-owners sometimes do it too:

house-owners generally check that there are no policemen around and that they are

very, very, well-insured.
Now, when it comes to national economic planning, no-one is saying that national

capital must be kept in the form of forest. There are other forms of capital which

may yield higher interest. In many countries economic development has been a

successful story of shifting from natural forest capital to agricultural capital and

industrial capital, But before you shift from one form to another, it is worth

reflecting about the costs involved if you later change your mind. In Brussels, a

house takes many months to build, Brussels, of course, has a fairly inefficient

building industry. In Yaounde, the public health inspector tells me that the average
family enterprise can build a house in one day, although he did not seem particularly
pleased about it*

-But you cannot build a forest in a day or a year: on the steep slopes and rain-

washed, lateritic soils of many parts of the tropics, you may never be able to do it

at all. So a planning decision to shift national capital from forest to field or from

forest to factory is a very serious decision, deserving very careful reflexion.

For countries who want to make the take-off into sustained industrial growth,

there can be no doubt that converting natural, forest capital into fuel, raw

materials and fertile land is one of the essential ingredients, Many northern

industrialised countries have done this: in the thirteenth century in Western Europe, •

for example, an iron smelter fired by charcca 1 consunes 25 stores - that is, 25 cubic;

metres of stacked wood - to produce 50kg. of iron, and could clear forest to a radius

<

of one kilometre in forty days. The technology, of course, was highly intermediate

if not downright wasteful- The iron was used in ploughshares, and in shoes for the'

horses and oxen that dragged the heavy plough, bringing with it substantial higher

agricultural yields, This transfer of capital from forest to field lasted until a new
f

form of energy, coal, was able to replace charcal in the forges. The risks of this

kind of development are enormous.
Development becomes a race between the natural resource depletion -^Jjbtfslir

technologies and the resource-conserving or substituting potential'^^jwP
technological innovations, The ruins of civilisations as far-flung as the^iiotihr

Mauritius and Mesopotamia are there to show what the risks involve: what has

resource-depleting development if the technological innovations are not fori



After two months at Cape Tribulation, John Seed of the Rainforest^-
Information Centre went to the Solomon Islands with the support
of the Australian Council of Churches. Flere he engaged tn
educational work and worked on a series of projects whereby
rainforest conservation will be made possible by the provision
benign sustainable, village-level developments as an alternati\
to multinational logging.

One of these projects, on Choiseul where the Korean multinational*
Eagdn is threatening to devastate the entire island, is proposed
by the United Church Bishop of the Solomons, Leslie Boseto.

rtahioW lionuiD IfcnoijfcH ftl.insJal' nomoioP yd bartattduq t
?

Bishop Boseto invited John Seed to address the Synod of the
United Church on the subject of sustainable development. Below
are sane excerpts of the (ten page) paper that he delivered
there

:

"In order to encourage sustainable development, the United
Nations Environment Program together with the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature has prepared a World Conservation
Strategy. In the introduction to the WCS "sustainability is
defined as

'managing the use of living resources so that they remain
productive forever*.
That is, making sure that development to-day does not spoil the
world for the future. Also in the WCS it is stated that
'Sustainable utilization is like spending the interest while
keeping the capital.'

Lets say that you have $1000 capital and an interest rate of
10%/year. If you spend $100/year the capital remains untouched
and in principle will provide $100/year at 10% forever. If you
spend more than $100/year, while it is true that you are richer
in the first years, (say you have $120/year or $150) , but you are
eating into the capital. Soon the capital is gone and then there
is no more interest and you have nothing. For example, Levers
logging on Gizo, Kolomhangara and North New Georgia destroyed in
a few years, the accumulated capital of thousands of millions of
years A few people get rich for a little while, but what about
the children? Soon there is nothing - no canoe trees, no building
materials and the customary way of life has been spoiled-

The situation in the tropical forests has become so desparate
that Mustafa Tolba , Executive Director of the United Nations
Environment Programme warned in the introduction to the World
Conservation Strategy that if nations carry on as they are doing,
they will

as
'face by the turn of the century, an environmental catastrophe
complete, as irreversible as any nuclear holocaust

1

.,..

"Apart from the fact that we are going to need these species in

the future for the human race to survive, there is also a

religious, a moral reason to prevent their extinction. For the

first five days of creation, God created these species and all
the bounties of Nature. On the sixth day He created man and

entrusted him with the sacred duty to be steward to a 11 these

species. Surely, to destroy them is to heap contempt upon their

Creator and to fail in our duty towards Him who is Father of all

of these species as well as our Father...."



Job Dudley Tausinga, Solomon Islands.
*

"Your public talk in Honiara has drawn wide support* Many prominent people have
comnunicated to this office expressing their appreciation and support for our cause.

Also officials from Education Ministry had reached this office also, they sought

ideas and information about rainforests to enable them draw up materials for schools

about rainforests, logging and sustainable development,
11

From: NIUS BLONG MERE, published by Solomon Islands National Council of Women

Edition No. 2 July '84 PO Box G20 Honiara

DEVELOPMENT

Big word
Lotsa meanings
Stacka dollar
Magnetic circle
entices me
urban drift
empty villages
custom forgotten
loose living
lost identity
rat race
dollar talks
values changed
wantoks ignored
every man for himself
I want to develop too!

Jully Sipolo

There have been a nunber of inquiries from people wishing to boycott Levers products,
but we have been advising people to hold off till such a time as the Solomon Island
activists call for a co-ordinated, worldwide boycot.

We have received an eight page document listing the Unilevers product range in
Australia. This ranges from well- known products such as:

RINSO
SURF
0M0
LUX
SUNLIGHT
HANDY ANDY
LIFEBOUY
VELVET
SOLVOL

SUNSILK SHAMPOO
STREETS ICE CREAM
UPTONS TEA
RUSELLA brand
CONTINENTAL brand
MIRACLE brand
FLORA brand
STORK brand

to.



Bill Mollison, Permaculture Institute, PO Box 96, Stanley, Tasmania, Australia:

The Permaculture Institute (Australia) is setting up a fund to purchase

rainforest and to give it over to a rainforest preservation group to keep it in

perpetuity. The Rainforest Information Centre has been asked to set up a trust for

this purpose. We feel that the only way to retain our natural forests is to save them

as they are; we cannot wait for government to do this for us. We ourselves must act

to purchase such threatened lands "and pass them into the hands of local, dedicated

t ITU S t'6?GS •

We are starting out with 187 acres of sub- tropical rainforest in northern New

South Wales which has been offered for this purpose. The Permaculture Institute is

now accepting contributions of $50, $500 or more to preserve this forest^ which is

pledged to the Institute for these ends. We urge every Australian concerned about

our "unique lands to contribute to this fund. All contributors will receive a

certificate showing they have paid for the preservation of a threatened habitat.

All donations gratefully accepted."

The Permaculture Institute has asked the Rainforest? 'Information Centre to manage

this land in perpituity.

A notice has been received from' Bill Mollison calling on aH users .of paper and

other wood products, furniture manufacturers etc. to join the Permaculture Institute

and the Rainforest Information Centre in tithing paper and other wood products. This

tithe to be used for planting trees and making sure that the use of trees is put on a

sustainable basis.

We encourage" everyone, who uses wood products to,, plant, trees, Th| Rainforest

Information Centred s conmifted to plant ids at legstKe, tree for every 200 sheets of

paper that we use.. Since the last J^hLRninforestgReport,- one of our^comnittee, Gum

has planted' 2,300 trees of the folSpR^EfiifisyWhiW Mahogany; Silky Oak; Brush

Box; 'v Tallowood; Swamp Mahogany
;
ife^-Cy'press ;

Casurina; Swamp Oak; Acacia

Fimbriata; Cedar Wattle; Red Bean;^%an< long; Soft .Corkwood; Cudgene; Teak; Mango;

Pencil Cedar; River Oak; Hoop Pine;' lUipyn IMne; Cassia and assorted rainforest^

z[es
- 1 ^ —

;

ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO PI7VNT TREES iBUT IS UNABLE TO DO SO PERSONALLY SHOULD

GET IN TOUCH WITH US. FOR $1 PER TREK^ WE^fX DO IT FOR Y°^jgl^_^^^ 11

"I do not wish to seem, overdramatic but I can flnlyconclude from

the information available to me as Secretary- General that the

Members of the United Rations have i^faaps ten years left in

which to subordinate their;ancient quarrels and launch a global

partnership to curb the arms race, to improve the human

environment, to defuse the population explosion, and to supply

the required momentum to development efforts. Tf such a gLobal

partnership is not formed within the next decade then I very much

fear that the problems I have mentioned will have reached such

staggering proportions that they will be beyond our capacity to

control."

U Thant It



Some vieans 4 reviews
i

THE PRIMARY SOURCE - Norman Myers

"The great value and importance of this book is that. 1.. it demonstrates the vital
influence of tropical forests on the daily lives of all people on earth,

11

—HRH , Prince Philip, President,World Wildlife Fund International

reading this urgent but hopeful book should be the first step for anyone who wants
to halt destruction of the earth's richest, most fascinating ecosystem.

"

—Russell W Peterson, President, National Aubodon Society

published by W.W. Norton £ Co., 500 Fifth Ave, New York,N.Y

Review from Don Manhire, Friends of

the Earth, Leeds, and RIC UK
correspondent -drawn from a letter
from Don Manhire to Charles
Secrett,FUE Tropical Rainforest
Campaign Co-ordinator.

If

l have just finished reading "The
Primary Source" which I found very
useful and encouraging as it

1. suggested a range of solutions
ease the pressure on the

tropical rainforests

2. makes
"services

11

rn it ifnrr'sts

clear the
provided by

Excerpts from a letter from Don Manhire, co ordinator of Friends of the Earth, Leeds

t24""Mountbatten Ave, Sandal, Wakefield WF2 6EZ West Yorkshire, U.K.) to Charles

Secrett, Friends of the Earth Tropical Kainforer:t Co ordinator (377 City Rd. London

ECIV 1NA).

"...In brief, my initial conclusions regarding campaigning are that:

(a) We should emphasise a range of the vastly diverse essential

linkages between tropical rain forests and people's daily lives;

(b) Investigate and expound the wide range of solutions to easing the pressures in

tropical forest areas. .

,

Where to go from here? I think we have to

(a) think very seriously about how we raise people
1

s consciousness of the issues

through the usual group education activities; a blitz on women's and other magazines;

token blocades of ports where tropical hardwoods are imported into the country;

concentration on key areas of influence' (academia, overseas aid officials)...

(b) sort out our primitive communications links with allies abroad - down to such

basics ^as whether we just need one international newsletter rather than two (or more)

to link the nascent international action network which is, of course, vital to any

meaningful campaign . *

.

I am concerned that the tropical rain forest campaign is 'hanging fire
1

for too long

when. time is of the essence-.." 12.-



International Society of Tropical Foresters NewsT)
,
Sept^84 ^Grosvenor

Lane ,Bethesda,Maryland. 20814, USA

HOW TO SAVE THE FORESTS - Jack Westoby :

Jack Westoby, a retired British economist who for many years served on the staff of

the Forestry Department of FAQ, submitted recently to the International Union for

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources a paper entitled "How to save the

tropical forests" which appeares in BOS, the newsetter of the Foundation for Dutch

Forestry Development Cooperation (Postal address De Dorschkamp, PO Box 23, 6700 AA

Wageningen, The Netherlands). The following excerpts should be of interest to ISTF

members:

"It is right that so many people should be upset about the fact that the tropical

forests are disappearing. But most of them are upset for the wrong reasons. This is

not because they are stupid or selfish. It is because they have been misled by half-

truths and irrelevancies given wide circulation by misguided conservationists. If we

really want to save the tropical forests we must be clear about why they are

disappearing. Otherwise we waste our breath and becloud the issues. First let us

clear the decks by getting rid of a few cannon misconceptions: that the tropical

forests will all soon be gone; that all tropical forests are rainforests; that

tropical forests are not a renewable resource; that tropical forests are not managed

because we don't know how; that the tropical forests represent the timber barons

last stand; that logging is destroying the Amazon forests; that shifting cultivation

is the main cause of tropical deforestation; and that a consumer boycott OT tropical

woods will help save the tropical forests.

What conservationists must understand is that the armies of landless and squeezed

shifting cultivators who today constitute the cutting edge of the attack on the

forests have not sprung up spontanaeously overnight. They have been called into

existence by systems which needed them. The problem is not one of over-population in

relation to resources. It is one of localised population pressures It will not do to

blame the poor for improvidenty multiplying.

The fight to save the tropical forests has two aspects. On the one hand, local

pressures on the forest by the landless and the rural poor must be reduced. This can
only come about if there is greater equity in access to land and other resources, A
few governments in tropical forested countries are pledged to these objectives* But

most are not, Most are dedicated to the preservation of existing power structures,

and to the ruthless, and often bloody, suppression of any autonomous movements which
might threaten those structures. On the other hand, technologies adapted to the

sustained use of tropical forests (both those technologies aready known and those

which urgently need to be devised) are unlikely *either to be developed or to find

widespread application until the rural poor have won both a stake in the land and a

share of political power. From either aspect, therefore, the fight to save the

tropical forests is a political fight. It will be won only when the disinherited of
the tropical forested countries - peasant farmers, shifting and shifted cultivators,

rural landless - have won back their inheritance. This is not a sufficient condition.
But it is a necessary condition. Thus the truly important action to save the tropical

forests is political action."

Global Futures: The Third World

Dr. Peter h'. Raven, Director, Missouri 'Botanical Garden, PO Box 299 St. Louis,

Missouri 63166 USA

23pages

Only rarely do biologists speak out with all their authority in defense of the

continued existence of the biology that they profess/ Sometimes one feels that most

rainforest ecolor^ L s are too busy preparing their curriculum vitae for some future

faculty of rainforest history to risk warning the community of the biological

holocaust taking place*



Fortunately, there are exceptions such as Norman Myers , Len Webb , James Nations and
Peter Raven,

In the present paper, Dr. Raven starts with the central issue, population and looks
at the consequences of the fact that world population seems likely to treble in the

70 years from 1950, and that most of this population growth will take place in the
tropics

.

".
. . the tripling of what was already a record human population in 1950 during the

course of a single hurtan lifetime represents m absolutely extraordinary and
unprecedented situation, In no sense is the challenge presented to the productive
capacity of the earth by growth of these dimensions either "normal" , or an event
that we should expect to be able to deal with by the standard behaviours of the

past."

Against this background , Raven explores the implications of the patterns of wealth
and consumption of the developed versus the underdeveloped nations, in particular as
it affects the rainforests. At present rates of destruction "even with no
acceleration, the forests would all have been converted within 50 years

11

. The
destruction, however, continues to accelerate

,

''To summarize these statistics in another way, about 35 acres of tropical rainforest
are being logged per minute, and at least that much again is being disturbed or
degraded in the course of its conversion to other purposes. This process of
destruction is apparently irreversible, and it is accelerating rapidly. The tropical
forests certainly will never recover from this onslaught, partly for reasons that we
shall now discuss,

1 '

iss

I'"The World Bank/ estimates that, of the 2,5 billion people now living in the tropics
3

one billion exist in a condition that is characterized as absolute poverty 1

. This term
describes a condition in which a person is unable to count on being able I to provide
food, shelter and clothing for himself and his family from one day to 1

a the next,

QODD
UODD
onao
noon

This paper explores many aspects of this complex problem: Why shifting cultivation and
other forms of agriculture fail so soon in most tropical regions; the increase in
world foal production that will be needed to keep up with population growth; the

relationship between ecological destruction and political instability.

"Beyond the social and political consequences of the exhaustion of resources in the

tropics, however, exists a problem of still more fundamental importance, I refer to

the extinction of a major fraction of the plants, animals and microorganisms on earth
during the lifetimes of those people who are living to-day,

11

He explores the dimensions of extinction with examples from Hawaii, Madagascar,
Puerto Rico and Brazil and states that:

"For those unfamiliar with ecology and tropical biology to ignore or attempt to

minimize the importance of events of this magnitude is for them to court disaster for
themselves and for all the rest of us as well."

He concludes that "Beyond the extinction of species, we are participating passively
in the promotion of unstable world conditions, ones in which it will simply become
impossible to continue to enjoy the benefits of civilization as we know them. It may
seem comforting temporarily, to draw upon unwarranted scepticism and a lack of
understanding of the ecological facts as a basis for offering false reassurance to

our leaders about the continued viability of historically valid modes of operation.
To do so, however, is to offer than exceedingly bad advice at an extraordinarily
dangerous time/ 1

' lt ~ i u /-I i i r: t
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Dr James Nations, (Centre tor Human Ecology, F»Q V Box 5210 Austin, TX 78763 U.S*AQ in
a letter to Mr, Dennis Coules of Earth First! questions the accuracy of some of the
statements that conservationists are making with regard to the hamburger connection
in rainforest destruction. In particular he mentions a statement in an article in
Mother Jones magazine where John Seed states:
"Fast-food multinationals are the main cause of the destruction of the rain forests
in Central America -Forty percent of them have now been destroyed and the rest will be
gone by the year 2000, chopped down mainly to raise cattle for cheap hamburgers in
the United States/ 1

Dr, Nations points out however , that:

"Rainforest clearing for cattle production is the main cause of rainforest
destruction in Central America, but most of the beef produced on that cleared land
remained in Central America, where those families who can afford it - usually the
urban elite - consume it as steaks, stews, and fast-food
hamburgers,

H
, Incidentally,MacDonalds uses only U,S, beef in its U,S, hamburgers

f
but

the company has franchises in Guatamala> El Salvador, Honduras and Panama and they
openly admit that they use local beef as part of their 'program of support

1

for the

local economy. This fact blurs their innocence in the rainforest-hamburger
connection,

)

He goes on to report that U,S, imports of Central American beef are actually
declining and that exports account for only one-quarter to one- third of the region's
increasing beef production,

"Central America's population growth is probably responsible for more forest
destruction now than are U,S, kids eating Burger King burgers. And the region's
population future makes the scene even more ominous. Central America's population
will double between now and the turn of the century. That means twice as much beef
produced, just to maintain the present inadequate status of local citizen's diets.
The urban elite will no doubt continue to get fat. They're going to have to grow that
food someplace, and plenty of planners in the region will (incorrectly) tell you that
the place they'll do it is on rainforest land. In sum, planners and population growth
in Central America are more severe threats to the region's forests than are beef
exports to the U,S,"

Included with this letter was a (one page) beef statistics summary chart outlining
production, consumption and exports of Central American beef from 1959 to the
present, /) a .

*

THEY COST THE EARTH!
is.
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by Jan Peter

who is destroying™\UIA2^T3MNI
are witnessing—today inBrazi] and in much <>I Latin America the biggest

holocaust in the history of life, Never in the course of three and a half thousand
millipn years, since the first stirrings of life on this planet, has there been such a
wholesale, accelerated violent and irreversible demolition of all living systems as
today. We have passed the point where we only desecrate this or that scenic landscape,
this or that ecosystem, We are now in the process of demolishing whole biomes.Now we
are getting ready to finish off the last large, more or less intact and contiguous
jungle on earth, the Hylea, or tropical rainforest in Amazonia".

Thus begins Jose A Lutzenberger 's essay
MWho is destroying the Amazon Rain

Forest?" A Brazilian agronomist and environmentalist, Lutzenberger details at length
the problems of the Amazon basin. In particular, he points to a ludicrous situation
where Brazil imports rubber and destroys the lifestyle of the rubber
tappers, inadequate reforestation policies, and a cattle scheme which is demonstrably
inefficient in productivity and employment even in the short term.

Hie Amazonia problem seems as complex as the life forms its demise threatens -The
forest extends over several borders without respect for their existence, thus bringing
into play the policies of several governments. Several tribal groups are threatened
along with the demise of a gene pool which is irreplaceable.

Further reports on the Manu National Park in Peru and, on a more positive
note, on the Chacabo Indians in Bolivian Amazonia, are also contained in this special
World Rainforest Report on Amazonia.

Ac3Q Democratica Feminina Gaucha-ADFG,Rue Migue l Tostes f 694 90000 Porto Ale&re
RS-Brazil- also have written as follows:

THIS IS A DESPERATE APPEAL OF ADFG

This a desperate appeal from ADFG » Members of Friends of the Earth
International and Pesticide Action Network International, .

Mining will be officially permitted in Indian Reservats in the Amazonian Forest!
At IV Globo National News, 18/9/84, Jurandy Marcos da Fonesca, President of FUNA
(National Foundation for the Support of Indians) explained that he was dismissed from
his charge because he refused to sign the presidential decree permitting the entrance
of mining companies in Indian territory .His words 11

1 refuse to participate at this
genocide"

,

Indian reservats in Brazil occupy less than 0,2% of national territory.
The projected mines in this area will not only be genocide, but ECOCIDE !

We conclaim all Friends of the Earth and of humans, all national and
international institutions and agencies for the protection of nature, tropical
forests, wildlife, human rights, and minorities to use their political influence on
behalf of the survival of the last Indian cultures and the conservation of the
tropical rainforest: part of the common heritage of mankind,

Please act now before human greed plunders definitely the own basis of all
civilisation.

Make this dennounce public wherever you can,
Send a letter to: Joeo Figueiredo - DD Presidente de Brasil-Palacio de P J anal to

- 70000-Brasilia-DF
with copies to: Maria Andreazza,Ministro de Interior-Espl dos Ministerios- 81

2370,70000, Brasilia-DF
Paulo Nogueria Neto,Secretario Especial do Meio Ambiente-Espl

dos Minesterios-81 23-20-s209 - 70000 IBrasilia DF
Ibsen Gusmeo Camara, presidente da Fundagao Brasiliera pela

Conservacao da Natureza-rua Miranda Valverde,103-Botafogo-22.28l Rio de Janiero-RJ-
Brasil

U,N, Department of the Environment,Thierry Lemaresquier, Palais
de NationSjCH 1211 -Geneve 10 - Suisse, and any development agency you may think of,
if possible with copies to ADFG , 35 . .
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In a parallel development^ many environmental and anthropological groups from

the United States, Brazil ancTother countries have written to A . W, Clausen
,
president

of the World Bank, urging a halt to aid for Brazil for Amazon development. The critics

have said Brazil s poor planning was causing "accelerated, rampant

deforestation, invasion of Indian Lands, and destruction of natural areas unsuitable

for agriculture but possessing tremendous biological significance/'

According to the New York Times, (17 .10. 84), the World Bank has committed $443

million (US) in loans to Brazil for paving a 1000 mile road into the region, building

feeder roads, providing services to settlers and establishing biological reserves.

Scientists say the unchecked clearing of the Amazon forest in the area (the entire

state of Rondonia and part of Mato Grosso) will exterminate several plant and animal

species and could alter the regional climate.

The World Bank wrote stringent conditions for protection of the environment and

of tribal groups into the loan agreement in 1981. However, according to critics, there

is no guarantee these will be put into effect.

The Natural Resources Defense Council, the National Wildlife Federation and the

National Aubodon Society in the USA are some of the groups involved.

:>J Luzenberger details the many forms the rape of Amazonia is taking, but blames the

Brazilian Government for pursuing an economic model geared to "fast

industrialisation, trtiere the highest aim is megatechnological concentration and a

cash crop agriculture , with vast monocultures, to feed industry and the export

market"* ^
Several multinational corporations involved are listed : Anderson Clayton,

Goodyear ,
Volkswagen , Nixdorf Computer, Nestle, Liquigas , Borden, Kennecot Copper,

and David Ludwig , with their different projects: cattle ranches, paper

mills, monocultures of exotic trees for pulp, rice plantations, sugar cane for

alcohol, timber mills and mining operations .He points out that many of the operations

are financed with state subsidies and tax rebates.

In the cattle industry , rates of meat production of less than 50kg per hectare

per year are mentioned, even before soil decline sets in. He estimates the uncleared

forest would produce ten times as much food value from fruit ,game and fish, Also,

the beef schemes have employment as low as one person per 3000 hectares, several

hundred times less than what could be expected.The Amazonian caboclo says "where

cattle move in, we move out- cattle mean hunger". The money leaves the country and

the area with the developer once the short term "profit" is made.

The Caraja project and the Tucurui Dam projects are specifically mentioned. Two

tribes will be moved from their land to create 8000 megawatts of electricity in the

middle of the jungle for mining projects and aluninium processing.The Tucurui dam

forest clearing was a debacle: a military pension fund was charged with the task of

cutting trees and selling the timber. The money to cormience the project

disappeared, the workers weren t paid, the timber wasn't cleared, and the present plan

is Agent Orange followed by burning!

The small settlers also share the blame.The Rondonia program encourages small

settlers to clear the land entirely, so that they can claim ownership of land they

have "improved" - Land speculation is common. Land divisions are also ludicrous- the

chequerboard-style state divisions result in one farmer having several creek

crossings, while his neighbour has no water access, etc.

Lots in some cases are 250 by 1000 metres -The new farmers, often city refugees,

enjoy a credit system geared to monoculture.Where farmers, from their own wisdom,

plant mixed stands of cocoa, coffee, rubber and citrus, agencies threaten to cut out

credit unless the farmer turns to monoculture. All this is happening on a massive

scale on marginal newly denuded soils.

The rainforest Indians must keep retreating in the face of this advance until

they meet the advance from the other side. They are plagued by epidemics of diseases

previously unknown to them- "The rainforest Indian is a true ecologist. He knows the

forest as no modern ecologist can possible get to know it. He reveres it.Yet our

criminal economic models are exterminating then before we can even learn from them,

just as we are exterminating tens of thousands of species every year even before we

can catalogue them",

Lutzenberger defends the small time logger, who works the flood plains and uses

rivers for transportation to timber towns, The flood plains provide rapid regeneration

in fertile soils with minimum environmental impact, V7-



The multinational and South Brazilian timber companies are seen in a different
light, Using heavy machinery on less fertile highland soils, they fulfil legal
requirements to reforest by planting monocultures in other parts of Brazil- if they
fulfil them at all*

The f ishing indus try also comes in for criticism, This new export industry is
seeing local fishermen driven off by professional fishermen , who are overfishing
already- less forest is affecting the whole river ecology . Examples of professional
fishermen dumping a whole load of less valuable fish when coming across large schools
of more valuable fish are common.

Finally, the fate of the rubber tapper is examined. Like the Indian, he has no
sense of land ownership but a sense of territory. He may walk 30km in a day collecting
latex and brazil nuts, He derives most of his food from the forest, and an income as
well, But cplonialisation is destroying his lifestyle also,

Brazil imports 90,000 tons of rubber a year, The rubber trees, known not to
favour monoculture, could have their density increased in the forest. Instead, the
rubber tappers are forced to sell their product to large companies operating in the
area in some cases.

The changing face of Rondonia from a subsistence lifestyle is reported. "In the
new towns of Amazonia, growing like mushrooms, it is almost impossible to find
locally produced articles in the shops: While enormous quantities of wood go up in
smoke or rot on the fields people cook with bottled gas brought in by truck over two
and a half thousand kilometres. , -Where the Madeira River passes the capital of
Rondonia, Porto Velho, one can see thousands of tons of wood, logs, branches, whole
trees, floating downriver, No attempt is made to use that wood.

11

In the south, from where many of the immigrants come, soybean plantations to feed
cows in the European Comnon Market area (where surplus dairy products mount up) are
causing widescale erosion, Lutzenberger effectively points to organic farming methods
as more productive.

Diebackp increased fire risks and the climactic effects of massive deforestation
are also mentioned by Lutzenberger in this impassioned, well researched and
ecologically sound 8 page article .

(

Jose A Lutzenberger, Jacintho Gomes 39, Porto
Alegre - RS, 90000 Brazil — —___ ~

MANU NATIONAL PARK AND INDIAN INHABITANTS IN DANGER!

from Beth Martin
Reports in the Lima Press on January 23 and 24 1984, described a bow and arrow

attack by a group of 20 to 50 naked and painted members of the Pirunashco tribe,
occurring on January 22 in the Isthmus of Fitzcarrald area of Manu Province, Madre de
Dios, Peru, The victims were a crew of heliport construction workers, Segundo Brito
MuralJari, a 16 yr old trail clearer, received a 2

M arrow wound in the back. The
attack coincided with a visit to the location by Peru's President, Fernando Belaunde
Terry.

These indigenous people have, by choice, remained relatively isolated from the
outside world in one of the last 'protected' areas of the Amazon Basin - the Manu
National Park.

The Manu National Park is a wilderness area of tropical forests of southeastern
Peru set aside for conservation and scientific purposes by the Peruvian Government in
1973. In 1980 UNESCO recognized it as a conservation unit of unique value and
importance in the Man and Biosphere program. It encompasses one of the last intact
expanses of primary tropical forest, containing perhaps the world's richest variety
of animals, birds, and plants in an area which includes high cold thorn forest and
hunid tropical forests of the low jungle. It is listed by IUCN as one of the eleven
Most Threatened Protected Natural areas.

The Park is also the home for at least three different indigenous populations,
which by law are guaranteed the right to remain within the boundaries of the park
(although without property rights) and continue their traditional way of life,
including hunting, fishing, gathering and slash-and-burn horticulture. They are not
allowed to hunt with firearms nor fish with explosives. These techniques, however,
have been introduced by outsiders in spite of very strict legal restrictions against
contact with the indigenous peoples.

Building of roads, monoculture plantations, hydropower stations and mining
projects will destroy thousands of square kilometers of tropical rainforests with no
benefit for the poor of Peru. [&*

PERU



All these projects are being financed by multinational companies and development
aid institutions from Europe Japan and U.S. A, Some examples: 30-yr oil palm
plantation for Unilever, a loan of U*S. $25 million by US agency for International
Development : US $10 million from West Germany for the transmigration project Rio
Picchis, and Japan financing the road constructions to get to uranium resources.

Experts have shown that the road and canal projects are economically useless.
Alternatives are possible.

Please join the protest compaign to save the Manu National Park by writing a

letter to the President of Peru, Mr Fernando Belaunde Terry , to express your concern
Write to: His Excellency Fernando Belaunde Terry,

President of Peru,
Palacio de Gobiemo, Lima PERU.

BOLIVIA
NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1984- "Tropical Forests Prove Cornucopia to

Humans There" by Bayard Webster
A detailed survey recently by a botanist at the New York Botanical Garden

disclosed that a comnunity in a remote section of Boliva used 85 percent of the

area's species of trees, shrubs , vines and herbs for food, clothing, housing,
medicines, transportation and monetary gain.

Scientists at the Botanical Garden say that the finding marks the first time

that the many ways in which a human community uses different species of plants have
been so precisely quantified and documented, scientists at the botanical garden say .

,

Marking off a 10-acre plot in the forest surrounding the village of the Alto
Ivon, where the Chacobo Indians live, Dr. Boom collected 91 species of trees in the
plot and determined that 75 of them were used by the Indians in a wide variety of

ways*
Dr. Boom's study, conducted for the New York Botanical Garden's Institute of

Economic Botany and financed by the E.J, Noble Foundation, disclosed 'that different
parts of trees were collected and processed by tribesmen for hundreds of different
uses.

Fibers from trees are spun into thread and used for sewing and weaving cloth;
tree trunks are hollowed out to make canoes, and wood is used for bridge and house
construction, for making hunting bows and for a variety of other implements,

Tree trunks are hollowed out to make canoes, and wood is used for bridge and
house construction, for making hunting bows and for a variety of other implements.

Dr. Boom, in a recent interview at the botanical garden where he is preparing a

report on his research, said the Indians also used the forest as a pharmaceutical
cornucopia from which many of their medicinal needs were drawn. The fruits, leaves,

roots, sap and bark of several dozen tree species provided a wide variety of cures or
temporary relief for a wide variety of human ailments, he said.

Among these are arboreal decoctions for such ailments as stomach aches, fever

,

diarrhea, chest pains, and skin infections. Cloth soaked in the sap of one tree

species is drunk to relieve fevers. In addition, the Indians have found dozens of

other medicinal remedies among the hundreds of nontree plants, Dr. Boom said.*,*

In addition to Dr. Boom's survey of plant uses in Bolivian Amazonia, other
studies are being undertaken to determine the potential value of tropical plants for

the world at large, and how they can be saved or transferred to areas where they

would not be in danger of being wiped out.

One such study is a four-year-old project that will result in a catalogue of the

ethnobotanical uses of plants in the Suriname-Guyana area of South America. The
catalogue, expected to be completed in 1985, is being compiled by Mark J, Plotkin, a

forest scientist, the Armand Erpf Fellow of the World Wildlife Fund-U.S. at their

Harvard Botanical Museum- It will list more than 2,000 species of plants used for a

variety of purposes in the northern Amazonia areas.
Most scientists regard the tropical forests as untapped storehouses of valuable

chemicals that can be of use to modern medicine and industry in many ways. They feel

that the chemical compounds in these plants can be used either as direct therapeutic

agents or as the foundation for the manufacture of more complex medicinal or

industrial compounds *

Researchers expect that the plants and their chemicals, many of which have not

yet been analyzed and tested, will eventually be found to be useful in all parts of

the world - if they escape the destruction of the tropical forests.



INTERNATIONAL PROTEST OVER INDONESIAN RAINFORESTS

Following a seminar at the International Youth Federation ?<

Headquarters in Denmark last year, Danish environmentalists will be jotneSftby g^*-*^^
in many other nations in international protests against Indonesian _j[ove^r\^jgrfl

policies in relation to transmigratory experiments which threaten the exd^JeSyS^^r
tropical rainforests and tribal people in Kalimentan and Irian Jaya. The protests will
climax. on March 15 .

Almost half of the world's exported tropical timber comes from Indonesia , hut
massive deforestation linked to resettlement schemes will see this
increase, Indonesia possesses 10% of the world total of tropical moist forests, and
nearly 40% of Asian,Threatened species include 30 mammals, 14 birds and 19 reptiles
apart from marine turtles- along with many as yet unclassified plant species.

Indonesia, with the world's fifth largest population spread over 13,000
islands, relies on timber for 11% of its exports . However , this is only one factor in
the forest threat: shifting cultivation, agricultural encroachment and in particular
the transmigration program are major factors in a development direction which, if not
intercepted, will see the end of Asia's major rainforest stand within thirty years.

The plans in Irian Jaya involve clearing of 400,000 hectares of land to resettle
one million people, In the tense border area adjoining Papua New Guinea attention is
focused on the plight of one million tribal people who are suffering severe
exploitation and loss of their ancestral lard to huge development projects.

The Irian Jayans , formerly part of a Dutch colony but now part of Indonesia,
have half of an island with the independent state of Papua New Guinea,

"Survival International" reports that "in the last few months more than ten
thousand people have fled from West Papua (Irian Jaya) into neighbouring Papua New
Guinea driven by escalating violence between nationalist West Papuans and the
Indonesian armed forces.The corpses of others, who apparently tried but failed to
escape,have been washed ashore or found hastily buried.

Now it appears that despite international pleas to allow their asylum, the PNG
government has yielded to Indonesian pressure to repatriate the refugees the
rnalpolitik behind Indonesia's determination to hold on to West Papua is largely
based on economic interest, for the area is rich in timber, minerals and
petroleum, Mutinational corporations have been granted massive concessions to explore
the area for oil, but the huge revenues benefit only the government in Jakarta, Even
the employees in the oil industry are largely transmigrants as they are a
"safe, dependable workforce"-- -Although PNG only gained independence from
Australia in 19 75, it has received no official assistance or backing from Australia
over the refugee issue."

An article by George Aditjondro in Ecoforum, published by the Environment
Liason Centre in Nairobi, and reprinted in "Habitat", a publication of the Australian
Conservation Foundation, reports that "In Irian Jaya, development is colliding with
tribal interests The relative "backwardness " of tribals and the rich resources
on the one hand, and wrong perceptions of needs of the Government on the other
hand, have turned on a rapid process of land alienation.
A later "Ecoforum " article by Beryl Kendall reports that "with a total

population of 150 million, Indonesia has the fifth highest population in the world. Of
these, 90 million live in Java, which has an average density of about 700 per square
mile -Similar dense populations exist on Bali and Lombok.At the moment, 65% of people
live on 7% of the land .The other islands have a lower density, with very few people
living in the forested areas ,The^ translocation process is facing many severe
problems. Firstly, the forest soils that remain after removing the tree cover are not
very fertile and are usually not suitable for cultivation, Secondly, the layers of
forest soil are very thin, seldom more than a few centimetres thick and frequently
thinner- This thin layer of soil overlays a layer of deep infertile clay. Thirdly,
the heavy equipment that clears |he land causes damage to the soil. Clearing cannot be
done by hand, as this would be too slow for the quota of the five year plan,

2o,



The most efficient bulldozers are the heaviest, and they are too heavy for the

fragile forest soils , Even the small machines cause some damage to the soil,

compressing it and mixing it with the heavy clays that lie beneath.

When the protective layers of vegetation are removed, the fragile forest soils

are exposed to the erosive action of wind and rain. The soils, when dry, are blown away

by the wind, Rainfall in these areas is torrential and rapidly washes away the

remaining topsoils,as well as leaching away valuable minerals, Within a few years, the

area can deteriorate to a point where the soil is of no agricultural use at all.

Long term changes are likely to be most severe - environmental deterioriation

and irreversible changes to the climate- all caused by lack of tree cover.lt is

doubtful whether the Indonesian Transmigration Programme will assist Indonesia's

migrant program in the long run/ 1

Asian Pacific Environment Newletter carries an article by George Aditjondro

/Director of the Irian Jaya Development Information Service at Ahepura, Irian Jaya: "In

terms of the timber industry's affect on the forests, three out of seven million

hectares of productive forests in Irian Jaya have already been allocated to timber

cutting concessionaries.
The concession holders in Irian Jaya have been exempted from various obligations

which companies elsewhere in Indonesia have to fulfil.

They are allowed to start comnercial cutting in their concession area, before

paying their licence fee to the Government, They are allowed to export logs under a

special quota system even though the export of logs was officially banned in 1980,

Replanting the harvested forest land is also a much neglected item in Irian

Jaya, Unfortunately, the tribal people are again the first to suffer , as stated by a

pitsaw co-operative leader in Asmat,"after thirty years of cutting ironwood for the

church, the government and recently the timber companies, now our ironwood trees are

becoming so scarce and only the ones to protect our sage stands are left".

The invasion of timber companies and chainsaw operators in the Asmat region has

nearly crippled the numerous pitsaw co-operatives initiated by the Christian

missions about twenty years ago. . . .However, in this dark jungle of apathy, slowly rays

of hope are penetrating. Two national environmental awards for Irian Jaya, an

increasing focus on this easternmost province by the national press and a stronger

bond between concerned Irianese artists, intellectuals, religious leaders, community

development workers and envoronmentalis ts with their colleagues in other parts of

Indonesia are putting a check on the cultural and environmental destruction in

Indonesia's Pacific frontier/
1

The Irian Jaya Development Information Service, P.O. Box 52, Jayapura, Irian

Jaya, supplies a detailed account of activities in its KDK journal, and seems to be
the centre for local concern about the environmental impact of the transmigration

schemes

,

The Australian action will take the form of a protest at the Indonesian Embassy

on March 15. Musicians and environmentalists will take part. At the time of going to

press, we are aware of similar actions in Denmark, USA, Japan and the Netherlands,

but it is expected that environmentalists in many other countries will take action to

Further information and articles on this subject:

Irian Jaya Development Information Service Center, P.O. Box 52,Jayapura, Irian Jaya,

Indonesia

Survival International, News No 6 1984, 29 Craven St,London WC2N 5NT
Habitat Australia ,672b Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn , Victoria 3122,

Ecoforum,Vol 9 no3, Environment Liason Centre, P. Q.Box72461, Nairobi, Kenya
Canadian Plains Research Centre, University of Regina,Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada s4s Oa2
Regnskovsgruppen Neoenthes, Centre for Humanokologi,Arhus Universitet,Aarhus, Denmark

^The Australian protest is being co-ordinated by the Rainforest Information Centre*We
are driving the Rainforest Info- Bus to Canberra (1000 miles) for this action, doing
a wet tropics slide and live music show in Sydney and Canberra en route.



Footnote: *frorr\ \a<r\ P^Ve<-

The Indonesian issue raises several points which seem central to
survival on this planet. - the overpopulation problem, racial and border j

disputes, survival of the rainforest gene pool, the need for evolution of
hunan life forms living more in harmony with nature, and the threatened
lives of those presently living in rainfores ted areas.An examination of the
issues in the Amazon raises similar problems.

Survival of numbers of human beings on this planet will demand closer
co-operation with nature. Those living those lifestyles at present have much
to teach us. The madness of the Brazilian situation, where two thirds
of rubber requirements are imported, while the lives and livelihood of the
rubber tappers of Amazonia are threatened in the name of an unsustainable
export beef industry , and the Irian Jaya problem mentioned above, point to
a situation where 'development

11
is demonstrably counter-productive, yet

still continues .

Overpopulation is a relative term.The earth will support more people
living harmoniously within nature than it will settlements living more
exploitive lifestyles*

Our arrogant attitude to the life forces which protect, feed and
sustain us cannot continue unchecked. Although it is hard to find answers
due to the complexity of the problems , this certain fact- that we cannot
divorce ourselves from other life forms on this planet - demands great
changes in the way we approach life.

Humans and their accompanying developments are the greatest destroyers
of the environment the world has ever known.

To approach such an issue as rainforest protection without seeing that
the policies we must pursue will dramatically change the lifestyles of most
of us is to be blinkered from reality. The East - West issue which dominates
world headlines, if resolved, still leaves the enormous North - South issue
of rich and poor.The resolution of both is our greatest task in the
1980* s: it is hard to imagine that the answer to either will come from
existing governmental structures while they continue to pursue short term
perspectives.

ALL IN THE NAME OF DEVELOPMENT - LUKE PUYE

My trees are gone
My bushes are gone
Where are the birds that filled the trees

Where are the melodies that filled the peaceful air

Where are the wonders of a living forest

The magic of a newborn chick

Now they are gone, all gone

All in the name of development

"We bring money,
H

they said
,fWe bring riches/' they cried

Where is the standard of living they promised us?

Where is the happiness they offered us?

Yes, our leaders have cheated us

All for one thing

All in the name of development

How I miss the cool clear jungle air

Air so fresh, and fragranced by beauteous mountain flowers

How I long for the luxurious crystal clear streams

Water so cool and refreshing

Yes, the purest of nature, the heart of paradise was mine

The rarest, o£ precious stones I had

But now it's gone, lost for ever

All in the name of development

What a fool I'd teen

I've watched them rob my priceless stone

I've watch them rape my virgin land

I've watched them plunder my paradise

My heart, my very soul

My priceless treasure

All is gone, all is lost

All in the name of development. 22-



//Following a Far Eastern Economic Review article on a dispute between the Papua New

jbuinea Government and the Sobhu Trading Corp, of Japan, the Conservation Council of

Hawaii has taken up the cause with the Japanese Government,

The Far Eastern Economic Review article states: "Sobhu formerly operated another

major timber lease at Bulolo, but this was taken over by the government which asked

the British/Asian giant Inchape to manage the project.The Forests Office became

Concerned about the implementation of parts of the original agreement under which

Sobhu set up at Open Bay and this was replaced by a series of six month permits -The

company had built a sawmill - one of the conditions of the agreement- but this burned

own in mysterious circumstances before it became fully operational,

v In 1982
f

the Forests Office asked the then forests minister,Joseph Aoae, to

close down the lease, but he took no action. His successor, Forests Minister Lukas

Waka, did decide to take up the recommendation. And the cabinet ruled that, rather

than closing the lease hastily, Sobhu be given another six month permit from the end

of 1982, However, the developments the government sought, such as construction of

roads, did not materialise -So Prime Minister Michael Somare announced in April 1983

that the permit would be Sobhu' s last at Open Bay,

But this was not the last word,The Japanese Embassy in Port Moresby was not slow

in coming to the support of one of Japan's largest commercial operations in Papua New

Guinea, - Japanese Ambassador Makato Taniguchi has been lobbying for Sobhu to retain

its permit, And the repercussions have been felt in Tokyo, where the Papua New Guinea

Embassy has teen given to understand that aid could be affected if the permit were

not renewed-." /

The Wilderness Society (13 Davey St. ,Hobart^ Australia 7000) spearheaded the sucessful

campaign to stop the damming of the Franklin River - a landmark in environment

preservation in Australia,They are interested in exchanging newlsetters with other e©

conservation groups around the world.

They have just completed an audio-visual slide show, "Daintree - Rainforest and Reef"*

which is available for $110 delivered in Australia. ($120 elsewhere)*

AIALAys/A-
Francis ^lojolou, C- PO Box 416 Kota Kinahalu, Sabah, Malaysia,

'\..It is with a mixture of disappointment on one hand and pride on the other that

roughly explains my feelings as I drop this line to you all the way from Sabah, one

of the two states in East Malaysia, a rather warm, tropical country in South East

Asia, noted for its abundance of natural rubber and tin ore.

For one, I am honestly disappointed that some irresponsible fortune hunters who have

no regards for the nature around him are raping your virgin rainforests mercilessly

at the expense of mother nature and his fellow brothers. It is the same story

repeating around the earth, forests are being wiped out , more often by rich timber

companies than not. The other could be rainforests savagely felled by the jaws of

progress. Ironically, in spite of fierce resistance by conservation minded citizens,

who at times have to resort to unheard of means and often risking their lives,

produces little or no result at all.

By the way, I am a raw teenager 22 years old in age,

I hasten to express my gladness of your on going protests to save the rainforests in

Queensland which in some cases is on the brink of destruction. It was saddening to

read an article that appeared in our local daily a week ago ( from which I got your

address) concerning your morally inspired battle.,..

Everyone has the moral obligation to save our rainforests from human destruction*..

You may add my name under the protestor's banner. . . . £3.



MALAYSIA
Gurmit Singh K.S. , President , Environmental Protection Society, Malaysia, (p*o

*

Box 382, j In sultan,Petaling Java, Selangor, Malaysia, reports in detail (8pp) on the

Taman Negara:'
l

Taman Negara, Peninsular Malaysia's only natural national park, has

faced many threats since it's inception in the 1930* s. This paper deals with the

various threats especially during the last decade and the efforts by various groups

to deal with them. It analyses the developments over the last two years which saw an

unprecedented Malaysian public campaign to prevent a dam from being built across the

Sg. Tembeling, which would have affected the park, Some lessons can be learnt from

the campaign in tackling the threats that other parks in Malaysia are facing or

likely to face The major threat arose in 1971 when the National Electricity Beard

proposed the construction of a multi-purpose dam across the Sg. Tembeling, very close

to the Park Headquarters. This has been the most serious threat and the one that has

sustained the most controversy,"
Postponed in 1976, the project was revived again in 1982. Following a campaign

detailed in the article, it was dropped in 1983. The article continues. . . Within the

legal restraints prevailing in Malaysia, the campaigners managed to rally significant

public support and to articulate their views through the print media, the broadcast

media being inaccessible as in the past. Another area of achievement was to generate

support among professional bodies like the Malaysian Medical Association,Malaysian

Institute of Planners, The Incorporated Society of Planters, and the Technological

Association of Malaysia ...Looking back at the events since 1971, the following

lessons are fairly obvious:
1 -Unnecessary secrecy surrounds many Malaysian Government decisions, so much so

that sudden decision reversals confuse the public and give rise to doubts about the

real motives.
2. LLN and its electricity generation plans seem to take priority over other

human and environmental considerations

.

3. The logging and other business interests exert a sizeable though often hidden

influence over government decisions that especially affect natural parks in Malaysia.

4. State Governments can by their very silence help undo commitments to National

Parks especially if powerful Federal departments are project proponents.

5, However some Federal Departments can help check such threats especially if

there is open press and public concern.
6, Public concern, once it is properly mobilised by citizen groups, with the help

of a sympathetic press can help sway Federal Ministers. But it must be sustained and

cannot be just a flash in the pan.
7, Politicians in Malaysia are still inadequately aware and articulate on

environmental issues, even national parks.
S.Malaysian citizen groups are capable of working together and can achieve

results, without having to rely on significant foreign support,

9 . Concerned foreigners can get their concerns about Malaysian issues resolved by

letting Malaysian groups handle the issues on their own, while providing moral

support.
10. Undermining national and natural parks in Malaysia in the future will not go

unchallenged.
Is Taman Negra permanently saved? This remains an unanswered question- The

Government has not made a definite statement on this and all Malaysians must remain
eternally vigilant to ensure its survival/'

Footnote: :SUARA SAM, the Journal of Friends of the Earth, Malaysia, reports that
H

forests in the peninsula would be depleted of timber in 11 years if the logging rate

of 373,000 hectares annually is allowed to continue. A 1979 report by the Ministry of
Science,Technology and Environment warns that this is a crisis the country would face

as the rate of reafforestation and enrichment planting has failed to keep pace with
the rate of logging, It states that even supply from the proposed Permanent Forest

Estate will not be sufficient for local consumption if the current rate of logging

continues . 2L^- *



WHAT WOULD THE BUDDHA SAY? by Mallika Wan Igasundara (freelance Sri Lankan
journalist )

COLOA4&&* Buddhism , which has moulded Sri Lankan society for centuries, is an
"ecologically sound" ethic. Buddhist scriptures explain the interdependence of human
psychology and the natural environment, and link environmental and moral
deterioration. Yet today, government corporations pollute and destroy the country's
environment in singularly un-Buddhist fashion,

Dams along the Mahaweli River, for instance, will destroy 126,000 ha (312,000
acres) of forest, although trees are held sacred by Buddhists. The Buddha was born
and passed away under a Sal tree, and attained enlightenment under a Bodhi tree.

The basis of Buddhism is non-violence and respect for all life. Sri Lankan
society was naturally conservationist until the British dispossessed the peasants of
their lands, and razed the hillsides of trees, to grow tea. Since then cash crops,
industrialisation and urbanisation have resulted in growing environmental
destruction.

Sri Lankans are now trying to reconcile economic expansion and ecological
balance. The 1978 Constitution guarantees environmental protection and preservation.
A Central Environmental Authority and an Urban Development Authority have been
established, and coastal conservation and forest protection laws are now on the

statute books. If he were alive today, perhaps the Buddha would be heartened by the
measures which Sri Lanka is now taking. (ASIA, 6 April, 1984)

*ft group of citizens of India, believing that government reports on the state of the

national environment should be matched by authoritative nongovernmental assessments,

issued The State of India %

s Environment, 1982: A Citizen's Report, published by the

Centre for Science and Environment (807 Vishal Bhavan, 95 Nehru Place, New Delhi

..±0019), It addresses land, water, forests, dams, atmosphere, habitat, people,

health, energy, wildlife and the government. Hard bound and almost 200 pages long,

the report is critical of India's government.

The report states that probably no other area of India's environment has been more

viciously attacked and destroyed in the last century than the forests. Between 1951

and 1972 India is said to have lost 3.4 million ha. of forests to dams, new

croplands, roads, and industries. Official figures as to deforestation are said not

to include vast areas under the control of forest departments whose tree cover
nevertheless has been totally destroyed. Of the 23 percent of the country's total

area under forest department control only half is reported to be adequately tree

covered. Despite a 1952 national target to bring at least one third of India under
forest cover, only 2 million ha. reportedly have subsquently been reforested. All
areas of India not yet deficient in firewood are' expected to face a shortfall by

2000.

The extension of irrigated and cultivated land area is said to be forcing graziers to

rely heavily on grazing that degrades forests. People living near the forests are

reportedly denied what the report terms legitimate access to fuelwood, building poles

and fodder, so they resort to illegal fellings and overgrazing.



Santhi, Belhaven Gardens, Trivandrum - 695003 INDIA

would like to express our great appreciation and gratitude for the most urgent

cause you have taken up and for the unique and beautiful way the reports are brought

out. We have been involved in the movement to conserve the forests of Western Ghats

for the last ten years, starting with the struggle to save the silent valley forests.

Meanwhile, we did some ecological studies in the Namdapha forests in Eastern

Himalayas and the island ecosystems in Andeman and Nicobar Islands, both of which

contain the last patches of wet-evergreen forests in this part of the world.

We would very much like to keep in touch with you and involve ourselves with the

network to save the remaining rainforests.

On QSMANDA REGALIS, An Unknown Fern

If you go beyond the jeep roads
If you go well past hunan touch

You will find dancing ferns
You will find thickets of then
All along the banks of a pebbly little stream
You won't find these feathery fern banks
In any of our other hill streams (dam(n)ed and poisoned and si

And there are hundreds of species, all with their own4stories

Millions of years old and all the little stories

Are snippets from the epic story
Of the Silent Valley forests."

ed up as tVj^y are

Earthscan Bulletin (10 Percy St. London W1P QDR, UK) ran a story on the Silent Valley
in their May 84 issue:

"At the end of a seven-year debate, the Government of Kerala State in south India has
decided not to build a huge dam in the "Silent Valley". The valley harbours part of
the last remaining tropical rainforest in India"

The article concludes that "The final decision was thus based on a combination of
grass-roots pressure, scientific arguments, media campaigns, political lobbying and
international advice which is the hallmark of democracy in action-

11

Also in the May '84 issue of Earthscan Bulletin is an article warning gourmets that
each can of the salad vegetable known as hearts of palm requires the destruction of
an entire wild palm tree at least eight years old, and perhaps 20 metres (65 feet)
high.

The rest of the tree (Euterpe edulis Mart, and E. oleracea Mart.) is wasted, and the
fact that it takes eight years to grow a harvestable heart has deterred plantation
cultivation.

"Brazilian laws protecting wild palms are flouted with impunity- It may be up to
foreign consumers to decide that a delicate mouthful is not worth the destruction of
a wild forest tree." 2£>*



^INTERNATIONAL TROPICAL TIMBER AGREEMENT . . . from IUCN Bulletin April
1

84 and other

correspondence received:
Arising from United Nations Conference on Trade & Development in 1983 was the

formation of the International Tropical Timber Agreement, with international

producer and consumer communities concerned for aspects of the use and management for

the world's fast-vanishing tropical forests.

The new agreement allocates votes amongst producers and consumer countries

breadly in proportion to their net imports of tropical hardwood. It draws together

all the consumer countries with producer countries which together account for over

90% of world trade in tropical timber. The producer and consumer groups are allocated

1,000 votes each.

The objectives of the International Tropical Timber Agreement, 1983 are:

(a) To provide an effective framework for cooperation and consultation between

tropical timber producing and consuming members with regard to a 11 relevant aspects

of the tropical timber economy;
(b) To promote the expansion and diversification of international trade in

tropical timber and the improvement of structural conditions in the tropical timber

market, by taking into account, on the one hand, a long-term increase in consumption

and continuity of supplies, and, on the other, prices which are remunerative to

producers and equitable for consumers, and the improvement of market access;

(c) To promote and support research and development with a view to improving

forest management and wood utilization;
(d) To improve market intelligence with a view to ensuring greater transparency

in the international tropical timber market;

(e) To encourage increased and further processing of tropical timber in

producing member countries with a view to promoting their industrialization and

thereby increasing their export earnings;

(f) To encourage members to support and develop industrial tropical timber

reforestation and forest management activities;

(g) To improve marketing and distribution of tropical timber exports of

producing members;
(h) To encourage the development of national policies aimed at sustainable

utilization and conservation of tropical forests and their genetic resources, and at

maintaining the ecological balance in the regions concerned.

The Tropical Timber Agreement established an International Tropical Timber

Council on which parties to the Agreement shall each have a seat with producer and

consuner countries having equal voting power, ,,The Council will preside over the work

of a new international agency, the International Tropical Timber Organisation

comprising of three comnittees: Economic Information and Market Intelligence;

Reforestation and Forest Management, Forest Industry ,The Council is empowered to

establish other Committees in the future as it sees fit.

The responsibilities of the Committee on Reforestation and Forest Management are

clearly of particular interest to conservationists and sustainable development of

tropical forest environments,,, nothing is said in the Agreement about particular

responsibiities of this Committee regarding the protection or monitoring of forest

ecosystems, though "coordination and harmonisation" with the work of UNEF is cited

as a responsibility of this Committee,
Vote allocations - Brazil, Indonesia, Malaysia have 40% of allocation of votes

of Producer countries with tropical forest resources/export of tropical timber,

Japan & E.E.C. have 60% of allocation of votes of Consumer

countries of tropical forest resources/timber.

Although it is a major advance for such an agreement to have in its objectives

references to ecology and conservation, the overall objectives of the organisation

would at times appear to clash with this ; it will be interesting to see the

organisation's performance, The other serious weakness of such agreements between

nations would seem to be that the major transnational companies involved in the

industry are not parties to the agreement: as they are often bigger economic units

than the exporting countries, and often wield extensive influence in the recipient

countries as well, their lack of their involvement in the agreements is a serious

weakness -We are not as jubilant as IUCN,

IUCN suggests that
1 'conservationists should offer their conditional support to

the present quest for ratification of the ITTA and should also be considering

ways of developing a dialogue with the international tropical timber trade, so that

conservation can make a real contribution to the new ITTO's work,
11

2/7,



James R. Levy, Correo General, Maldonado, Carchi, ECUADOR : 5 November, 1984

"... I have been a resident of Ecuador for 4 years, and presently work for
Cultural Survival Inc., assisting the Awa-Coayquer Indians of Northern Ecuador in
their land demarcation and coomunal organization. The Awa-Ccayquer will soon receive
official land title to some 50,000 hectares of their traditional lands, 95% of which
is mature tropical rainforest, between 500 and 1,100 meters altitude*

The Awa-Coayquer are a hunter/gatherer group, though they practice some
itinerant agriculture. Excessive rainfall prohibits utilizing the slash and burn
method of agriculture. Their traditional way of life and low population density
(.017 per hectare) have combined to preserve the rainforest to date..."

"...The only effective way to prevent colonization and subsequent clearing of
the rainforest is to 'work

1

the lands at certain key points, i.e. valleys along the
reserve line. I am interested in promoting silviculture projects with the view that
this particular type of cultivation will not destroy the ecological balance of the
region, while the production of subsistence and marketable crops will effectively
prevent these lands being designated as

1

virgin
' ,

thereby freeing them from the
danger of over-exploitation. . .

."

LARS KASKIJA, Flogs tavagen 31 F, 752 63 Uppsala, SWEDEN , 28 November, 1984:

"...I would like to give some basic information about myself and the small
association, for which I am a representative.

Today there is quite a lot of activities in Sweden, concerning our last
remaining primary, virgin (mainly coniferous) forests (more than one million
hectares) - which are mainly situated close to the mountains (fjells). In fact, this
is the last (outside Soviet) remaining wilderness area (more than 2,5 million
hectares) in the whole of Europe, covering a mosaic of ecosystems, from enormous
swamps and wetlands, rivers and small streams, untouched coniferous forests, mountain
or alpine birchwoods and treeless mountains, glaciers, and arctic tundra. This land
is also my own homeland, the land of the reindeer herding Same people, the
aboriginal people of Scandinavia.

...I am also working with rainforest issues, particularly with the Borneo case.
After a university seminar on these issues, where anthropologists - as myself - and
biologists, economists etc. were participating, some of us decided to form a sort of
rainforest group- And so we did- At the moment we are giving lectures to "ordinary"
people outside the universities, and we are also planning a quite large (national)
travelling exhibition with particular examples from three countries, namely
Nicaragua, Tanzania (both countries are, beside Bangla Desh, the major receivers of
Swedish development aid) and Sarawak (perhaps Brazil), as we have members with
experience from these countries. I will be responsible for Sarawak.

Besides this some of us are planning a book on the social factores behind
rainforest destruction. One chapter in this book will probably be a translation of a
very good article written by Val Flumwood and Richard Routley called "World
Rainforest Destruction - The Social Factors", The article, which is probably one of
the better articles published on this subject (partly due to the fact that it tries
to assess the real causal factors), is printed in "The Ecologist", 12 (1982):1

, - .What I am very much curious to know, is if you have received any answers
from Borneo. In the article in the Borneo Bulletin you say that you want to know
about any resistance by native groups to the activities of timber companies. Has
anyone replied? As you probably know, there has been some resistance in the Baram
area in the northern part of Sarawak, although it has been very much unsuccessful,
and seems to be rather discreet today - due to the repressiveness of the state
apparatus..-." (Unfortunately, we have received no replies - Ed) 2©-



; OOSTA RICA, . BBC Wildlife Sept '84, (Broadcasting House, Whiteladies Rd, Bristol B58

2LR,U,K. vf Xk
Jungle Gold Fever (by Doug Wechsler.)

fj^?*!^/ /M
The destructive power of gold is rearing its ugly head in one of the ct#wn jev&Is of

Costa Rica's national park system. Gold miners are encrcaching upon Corcovado

National Park, perhaps the finest tropical forest preserve in Central America*

Serious gold mining began in the Osa Peninsula (where the park is now located)

in the 1940's but the fever subsided until a few years ago when the soaring price of

gold and the devaluation of the Costa Rican colon resulted in another gold rush,

Working in small groups the miners use picks, shovels and crowbars to dig holes

in the river banks or even re-route part of the channel. Sediment is then run through

a sluice-box or swirled in a pan to separate the gold. Safety is of little concern.

Tunnels just big enough to crawl into go many metres through unconsolidated sediments

and digging often takes place adjacent to steep banks. Last September four men lost

their lives in one of the many landslides caused by careless excavation.

Rivers with gold have suffered damage through loss of riverbank vegetation and

heavy siltation, Many trees have fallen after being undermined. Wildlife is affected

as a result of habitat degradation and poaching. Many of the miners are armed and the

temptation of frith currasow or peccary meat is too much for someone subsisting on

Hqs and b^ans, Species particularly at risk include muscovy duck and the park's

population of white-lipped peccary.
No one knows exactly how many miners are in the park but there are said to be at

imut several hundred* Ironically, the same economic slump which has revitalised

interest in gold has hindered the park service from effectively dealing with the

problem. Lack of funds has meant that there are just not enough trained personnel,

guard posts and equipment*
Attempts to evict the miners led to an armed confrontation in April between gold

miners and a combined park guard and police force, To avoid deepening the conflict,

the park service has taken a new stance of negotiation rather than confrontation* it

also plans to monitor the ecological effects of mining. But any progress depends on

available funds* Conservationists mindful of an attempt by gold mining interests last

year to git a northern section of the park - including virgin cloud forest -

degazetted, are worried that a dangerous precedent may have been set.

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE ; COSTA RICA

Two unique one year positions. Opportunity foiTSirect experience with campesinos
developing integrated agricultural sys terns ;/agofores try, aquaculture, over 100

species of crop plants. N-fixing legumes, reforestation* innovative research*

Prerequisites} conversational Spanish, own insurance, experience in agriculture*

horticulture and/or aquaculture, pay own transportation to Costa Rica* plus room,

board, expenses* Write with c*v* and all pertinent information to; Apdo* 902, Limcm,

Costa Rica. C*A.

Knud Tyblrk, Center for Humanokologi, Arhus Universitet Bygning 325 , Arhus C.
August 1984:

"**.How are you doing? It seems like you are very energetic In the rainforest
campaign with actions in Australia and USA. I have now returned from South America
and we are now going to work really again after a "simmerdown period".

We are going to make a report about the rainforests in Indonesia before a
planned action against Indonesian embassies in Europe, Australia, Japan etc, with
blockades, press releases and so on.

- * * We have made a Postcard action to the Australian president to stop the
exploitation ("development") of the last forests in your country, which you yourself
have actioned so brilliantly against also. Postcard enclosed. "

^
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IE RAINFORESTS ARE THE WOMB OF LIFE, home to half of the I

^world's ten million species of plants and animals. They areX

presently being destroyed at the rate of 80 ha. /minute and at

*the present rate, they will be annihaiated within our lifetimes^

^he RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE is a non-profit conservation

"Organisation founded in 1980. Donations to the Rainforest Information

Centre are tax-deductible within Australia by making them out to the

^Australian Conservation Foundation and asking that they be used for the

.purposes of the Rainforest Information Centre,

hundreds of copies of World Rainforest Report and other rainforest publications!^

fere sent out free to third world environment groups and individuals. At present 1

;

Lwe are preparing a ma ilout from the Australian conservation community to the

^world conservation community regarding the Australian tropical rainforests which ,

wilt be sent to 800 groups around the world- Your donations make this possible.

WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT is the journal of the world rainforest action network.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE for four issues - $8 - Australia; $10 USA; and $12 elsewhere

conservation/benign
SOTJOHON ISUM)S NEWSLFTTER
For the last three years we have been working on a

development project in the Solomon Is lands. The Solomon Islands Support Group

publishes an occasional newsletter. Please send a donation if you would like

to be on this mailing list-
5

During the NSW rainforest campaign, over 50 scientists from throughout the

gjgworld wrote to NSW Premier Wran with reasons why the rainforests should be

^protected. He was so impressed by what he learned that, after establishing six

-|^iew national parks around the best of the states rainforests, he has nominated,
L

them for world heritage status and written an introduction to our booklet \

1

"WORLD SCIENTISTS WRITE TO PREMIER WRAN ABOUT RAINFORESTS
1 '

$3.00 & postage

POSTERS

Two exquisite line drawings by Dailan Pugh (including the one used as back cover ij-ia

of World Rainforest Report 2) - 42cm. x 30 cm. price includes postage withirj*

Australia. Overseas postage extra) $3
laminated in plastic $4

TAPES

i\
'LINKING GLOBALLY, ACTING LOCALLY" 60 minute documentary tape with original music of

A "the direct actions that led to preservation of NSW rainforests. "It is the emotion, the,

iconrrritrnent, the inspiration that floors you the music is superb" . .Earthy First.

$7".0Q.,& .postage
jDAINTREE TAPE Produced December

INFORMATION CENTRE GREETING CARDS^ drawings

1. Small marsupials (Brown Antechinus)
2« Satin Bowerbird , male displaying to female

3. Leaf- tailed Gecco with Pothos vine.

4, Grey-heat iod f lying fox

\>\V\^\ 9L four, $2, 60c each & postage



* tS>/z These images are now available on Chinese cotton t- shirts and

singlets. (Colour of your choice from white, red, orange, yellow, greeny

blue,mauve.

You can also choose your own slogan

ORDER FROM:

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE

P.O, Box 368, Lismore 2480, Australia

DES\S»N NO. !

T-SWR.T COLOUR :

SIMSUCT COLOUR.:

COLOUR OF DES^N $ SLOGANl '

C3UM-VTKV^ '

IMAGINE.

FREE THE EARTH

PROTECT ALL BEINGS

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR

SAVE OUR RAINFORESTS

EARTH FIRST!

DEEP ECOLOGY

SUBVERT THE DOMINANT PARADIGM

THE FUTURE IS IN OUR HANDS

HEAL THE EARTH

TROPICAL RAINFOREST - CREAM OF THE GENES

QUESTION AUTHORITY

ccaocY

-^is design

7

Bulk order enquiries welcome
/
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